Why Promat is the Leader
in Animal Comfort

What is Comfort Control System?
It is our patent pending air system which assures

Since inventing the original Pasture Mat in 1991,
our research and development team has never
stopped looking for new and better solutions.

that your GELMATS will always keep your cows

These include:
• The Pack Mat™, which reduces sand usage by
up to 70%

allowing you to adjust the level of inflation to

• The Poly Pillow™, which indexes the cow to help
keep the stall clean and helps avoid injuries
while rising
• The Premium Pad™, a high density foam layer
that keeps the cover smoother and easier to
clean, while giving the cow more traction.
And, of course, there is now the most impressive
addition to our line-up of animal comfort products:
GELMAT DS featuring Comfort Control System.

content and relaxed. Comfort Control was
developed to maximize cow comfort all the time,
account for a heavier or lighter herd type.

Introducing GELMAT DS with Comfort Control - A new revolution in Cow Comfort
You know that, the more you keep your cows rested and comfortable, the more they produce for you. Which is why
our engineers set out to make the best cow comfort solution ever developed.
The result: GELMAT DS with Comfort Control that allows you to set the firmness of the mattress. You can control cow
comfort depending on your herd type. Whether they be Jerseys, heifers, or 2nd or 3rd lactation cows, keep them all in
a state of constant, ultimate comfort.
The DS stands for Drop Stitch — making this gel-filled mattress not only the ultimate in comfort, but also the most


GELMAT DS Our Best Made Even Better
Our track record speaks for itself. So, too, does
initial reaction from the farms testing the new
GELMAT DS. As one farmer put it, “any new mats
we install will be these.”

durable solution you’ll find. Your cows will not want to get off this smooth, supportive surface that contours to their
bodies. And GELMAT DS is compatible with both free and tie stalls.

What’s In It for Your Herd:

What’s In It For You:

• Greater comfort

• Set comfort level
depending on herd type
• Less bedding required
• Easy to clean surface
• Less stall maintenance
• Reduced vet bills

• Greater support
• Relief of pressure points
• Fewer hock sores
• A cleaner stall

Greater Comfort. Greater Durability. Less Work For You.

Air tubes connecting a row of mats remain
connected to a regulator and air tank, so adding
a little air when required couldn’t be easier.
Most importantly, new Gelmat DS with Comfort
Control System works to provide greater comfort
— and all the benefits that come with it.

“My veterinarian commented
on less hock sores.”

You want your herd to be at rest — more comfortable for longer periods. You want a solution that can last for years to
come, reduce your labour time and expenses. In other words, you want GELMAT DS — featuring Comfort Control System.

To learn more, visit Promatinc.com or contact us
at sales@promatinc.com
519.456.2284 | Toll Free 1.888.337.6265

“Milk production went up by more
than 4kg per cow per day.”

“Cows lie down longer.”

